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Virtual Currencies may hold long-term promise, particularly if 
the innovations promote a faster, more secure and 

more efficient payment system 
Ben Bernanke

The perfect combination of entertainment and crypto
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ABOUT URG CRYPTO COIN

Best way to reach future technology  is...
reward URG COIN

So many of you have heard that inflation is around the corner, and our 
money value is decreasing. Well they are not going to go away, but here 
to stay. We must get over with our fears, and embrace the future with 
bright hope of next level technology. We are introducing you the URG 
Coin. Next generation Web3 integration, high efficient smart contracts 
that are powered with solidity programming language, and designed to 
bring you the true blockchain solution to Mongolian soil.
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Best way to reach future technology  is...
reward URG COIN

ROAD MAP

2021-QIV

2021-QIV 2022-QII 2022-QIII

2022-QII2022-QI

NFT Marketplace
We connect Mongolian 
artists to NFT market.

URG & E-Sport cooperation
We will support 

e-sport through all 
level.

URG Wallet release
All cinemas will 

accept URG coin for all 
service.

Entertainment center
Building new 

entertainment center 
for E-soport

IMAX 
 We will open IMAX 
laser cinema in UB.

Mongolian movie in IMAX
Cooperation with IMAX

will bring us technology 
to Mongolia.

URG Whole & Retail services
Advanced Defi services
- URG Reward  card
- Use blockchain technology to improve retail sector
    - High value goods authentic certificate such as jewelry, art or land ownership 
    - Prevent fraudulent transactions with blockchain technology
    - Maintain and provide rewards for high value items such as property, vehicles, businesses,
 art, antiques, personal items etc
    - Managing loyalty points, club memberships
    - Secure reward coin transactions

- Fast and secure international promotion coin transactions between multiple major currencies
- Increasing the privacy, security and interoperability within healthcare industry
- Manage complex supply chain and logistics issues with large scale enterprise operations
- Data Security provider to enterprise and business sector applications

2023+: Future Possibilities
2023-IV

2023-II

ROADMAP-1 CRYPTO & ENTERTAINMENT

ROADMAP-2 CRYPTO & DeFi
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URG Coin is brought in BSC blockchain

URG Coin BENEFITS

WE are offering 33.3% of our TOTAL supply for IEO & Customer purchasing 
limitation is 50 million MNT.
Binance Smart Chain enables us fast transaction speed and cheaper fee & we 
are planning cryptocurrency using URG Coin. 

URG Coin officially audited and certified.

IMAX – Supporting education

IMAX - Scientific achievements on a larger screen

IMAX is supporting education project and implementing programs that
allows you to view more content on the bigger screen.

IMAX allows you to view major scientific breakthrough a documentary on
a large screen.

We will open IMAX cinema in UB with capacity
of 400 seats and VIP section.

IMAX IMAX: INTELLECTUAL AND PHYSICAL INVESTING

https://www.imax.com/content/education

IMAX opening
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Biggest e-sport event in Mongolia.
URG will host seasonal competition and event on TOP4 
e-sport games.

URG Wallet in E-sport.
We offer URG coin for all service in E-sport centers and standardize gaming centers.

Team URG to the world.
We will build and support TOP4 e-sport gaming teams to 
compete in Olympics and world.

TO THE WORLD WITH E-SPORT.URG & E-SPORT E-SPORT'S 
M O N G O L I A
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INVESTING IN CONTENTS.URG & CONTENT

To support the art of filmmaking, to improve the quality of the 
domestic film industry, to organize the sale of Mongolian films 
internationally, and to release Mongolian films on 10,000 IMAX 
screens around the world.

URG NFT will start selling NFTs of Mongolian filmmakers 
internationally. NFTs can really be anything digital (such as 
drawings, music, movie & movie characters, your brain 
downloaded and turned into an AI), but a lot of the current 
excitement is around using the tech to sell digital art.

NFTs for URG! NFT poster with your ticket? 
NFT copy of your movie? Thoughts?
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The Story So Far

DIGITAL OWNERSHIP
SYSTEM & CONCEPT OF DAO

Back in November 2017, the world witnessed the birth of CryptoKitties. For the 
first time, a mainstream audience was using a decentralized application 
(dApp), breeding and trading adorable collectible cats that lived on the 
Ethereum blockchain.

While Crypto Kitties felt like a toy to many, it represented a dramatic shift in 
how we interact with items in the digital world. While previous digital items 
lived on company servers, blockchain-native items lived on shared, public 
blockchains owned by no single party. They could be viewed anywhere, 
exchanged openly, and truly owned in a way that was never before possible in 
the digital world.

Our URG Network’s main goal is to bring more accessibility into our 
Mongolian market with digital asset ownership, and you can use that assets 
anywhere on the open blockchain to trade and manage any way you want. 
That is why we are so committed to bring you this technology into your 
everyday usage. 
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INVESTMENT
IMAX technology combines a variety of technological innovations: special 
cameras, special projectors, wide screens, specially-designed theatres with 
steeply raked seating, and films shot on 65mm negative stock..

URG NETWORK is planning to open IMAX laser cinema in UB & Mongolian 1st 
movie for IMAX across 10,000 screens worldwide.

Dolby Cinema is a premium 
cinema created by Dolby 
Laboratories that combines 
Dolby proprietary 
technologies such as Dolby 
Vision and Dolby Atmos, as 
well as other signature 
entrance and intrinsic design 
features. The technology 
competes with IMAX and other 
premium large formats.

URG NETWORK is planning to 
open our next cinema with 
Dolby Cinema..
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COMMUNITY GOVERNED FULLY DECENTRALIZED 
The credit computation algorithms, the data origins, and the identity 
registrars are all governed by the URG stakeholders. The relationships and 
activities of community members can be recorded on chain and generate 
community governance credit. For further use, all the governance credit will 
contribute to voting power. 
URG NETWORK processes DID verification, aggregation, and computation 
requests from service demanders and returns trustable results. The process 
will be implemented by a random set of validators in the network in a fully 
decentralized and transparent way. 

Blockchain Powered
URG NETWORK is built on solidity integrated in Web3.0 new internet platform, 
which inherits great features and best technologies of the Blockchain 
industry. URG NETWORK aims to be a Local and Global Power House Network 
that can benefit Mongolians in the world ecosystem and shared security. 
Together we will build a great nation. 

Privacy Focused
Privacy protection is the foundation of the URG network and we do not want to 
breach the pseudo-anonymity of blockchain networks. URG network supports 
highly secure and reliable on-chain data processing.
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URG NETWORK’s Role
As people have already generated massive amounts of data in various 
decentralized systems, a way must be found to connect these data so that 
they can flow across different systems and platforms, while user privacy and 
data sovereignty are preserved. This approach can truly reflect the core value 
of Web3. Meantime, the advent of blockchain provides an effective underlying 
data registry infrastructure that enables data to be indexed and retrieved, as 
well as bolstering the growth and adoption of DID.

URG NETWORK is helping solve this problem with an identity aggregation 
protocol that serves for multiple networks. URG Network enables DID 
aggregation, verification, and credit calculation/grading. It mitigates the 
difficulty of resolving agnostic DID mechanisms by integrating all DID 
standards into a modularized identity model. These services can be widely 
implemented in DeFi, on-chain governance, and decentralized KYC. The 
processes of data aggregation and verification are transparent, secure, and 
privacy-preserving.

Cyber Security
System & Concept of Decentralization

Decentralization of identity storage
DID-account relationships under encryption by large and stored on-chain. 
Other DID data are directly returned to the service demander in real-time, 
instead of being stored on network servers.

Decentralization of identity relationships
The relationship of data, and identity could be validated with cryptographic 
calculation, and it is also registered in the decentralized network instead of 
regular centralized services like Certificate Authority used in HTTPS protocol. 
Different identities belonging to the owner are not discoverable and protected 
by cryptography.

Decentralization of identity authentication
The identity validator directly connects to the decentralized network, and it 
could validate the authentication request independently.
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The URG team is building a unique 
virtual world where players, and watchers can build,

own, and monetize their gaming experiences
using URG, the main utility token of the platform.

PLAY. CREATE. OWN. GOVERN. EARN.

URG holders will be also able to participate in governance of the platform via 
a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), where they can exercise 
voting rights on key decisions of The URG NETWORKs  ecosystem. As a player, 
you can create digital assets (Non-Fungible Tokens, aka NFTs), upload them 
to the  marketplace, and drag-and-drop them to create game experiences 
with The Sandbox Game Maker. The  URG NETWORK will secure many 
partnerships in order to build a  fun, creative “play-to-earn” Gaming platform, 
owned and made by players. The URG NETWORK aims to bring  blockchain 
into mainstream media, gaming, attracting both crypto and non-crypto game 
and viewer enthusiasts by offering  the advantages of true-ownership, digital 
scarcity, monetization capabilities, and interoperability.
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Web 3.0 

TECH INNOVATION STAGES 

As we approach into this new era of technological advancement. The graphics 
shows how our internet evolution took in place with new innovative 
application on top of it. Most of it known as data driven platforms. Now, we are 
experiencing the decentralization and programmable money applications 
built on top of mainly on Ethereum and defi platforms. 

In near future, approximately close to 2030. Our next decade most likely to 
defined by the Decentralized ecosystems built around cryptocurrency. It is 
inevitable that Mongolians future will be influenced by these new technology.
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Early Innings of Crypto Tech Absorbing Big Tech

TECHNOLOGY DISRUPTION

The digital world is ever growing and ever-changing and now new ways of 
paying for things in the digital world are expanding, too.
The foundations* of the technology  known as blockchain are here to stay.
Blockchain, a way of recording transactions*, is still very new and is being 
compared to the way the internet was in 1994.

Building a crypto tech platform offering a 
new evolution beyond currency

Standing apart as Mongolians only live privacy
focused Web 3.0 cryptonetwork 

Crypto networks are next-generation, open, global and decentralized 
versions of internet and financial technology companies. 
Bitcoin goes beyond PayPal by allowing anyone, anywhere to seamlessly 
exchange value. Ethereum goes beyond Ant Group by enabling a global 
ecosystem for broad-based financial services outside of payments (DeFi) on 
its super app cloud platform.
URG Network takes past innovations and applies new elements of privacy, 
user data ownership, and app scalability.
It’s early days, but URG Network offers a glimpse at what a global, 
decentralized, neutral, permissionless and private version of Tencent’s super 
app platform, WeChat, could look like if successful.

Cryptocurrencies have focused on either offering privacy features for 
payments or distributed computing applications enabling users to build 
decentralized internet applications (Web 3.0). URG NETWORK bridges both of 
these worlds. 
Privacy within various layers of the tech stack, while also enabling an open 
platform of decentralized applications to make use of these privacy features. 
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URG was founded under the dedication of lifting up Mongolians lives all over 
the world. One of our main goal is on donating to Mongolia’s most effective 
charities and organizations. 
Our goal is to help save lives, prevent suffering, and ensure a brighter future 
with self governed secure blockchain technology, and build up the 
self-reliance capacity to our society. 

TOTAL COIN:        30,000,000,000

1) IEO:          1 0 ,000,000,000
 
                         /IEO PRICE – 1MNT OR 0.00035�/

2) INTERNATIONAL IEO:       1 0 ,000,000,000

3) STABILIZATION FUND:       3 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

4) PLANNED INVESTMENT:       7 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0 , 0 0 0

5) INTERNATIONAL IEO PRICE – TO BE DETERMINED ON Q3/2022

ALLOCATIONS
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INVESTMENT RISK FACTORS

Risk of Market Trends: The URG Coin may be significantly influenced by 
cryptocurrency market trends and 
may be severely depreciated, due to related events in the cryptocurrency 
markets.

Risk of Regulation/Legislation: Token Market may be or might be coming 
under global or local regulation/ legislation, that may limit the use of URG 
Coin tokens as a method of payment, and/or limit, prevent and/or sanction the 
sale and resale of URG Coin. IEO, STO and relevant technologies have been 
subject of scrutiny by various regulatory bodies, all over the world. The 
functioning of URG Coin could be impacted by one or more regulatory 
inquiries or actions, including, but not limited to restrictions on the use or 
possession of security tokens, which could impede or limit the development 
of URG Coin program.

Risk of High Volatility: Cryptocurrencies are extremely volatile and URG Coin 
may suffer from such volatility.
Risk of Taxation: The ownership of URG Coin tokens may fall under existing 
and/or new and unpredicted Taxation Laws that will erode URG Coin benefits.

High Risk Purchase: There is no guarantee that the URG Coin you purchase 
will increase in value.

Risk of Insufficient Interest in the URG Coin activity: It may be possible that the 
URG Coin will not be used by a large number of businesses individuals and 
other organizations and that there will be a limited public interest in its 
creation and development.
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DISCLAIMER

Please read the following notice carefully. This notice applies to all people 
who read this document. The Whitepaper has been prepared solely in respect 
of the URG Coin LLC introduction of URG Coin. The Whitepaper is being made 
publicly available for information purposes only. 

All information and materials published, distributed or otherwise made 
available on this website are provided for informational purposes, for your 
non-commercial and personal use, only. The content of this document should 
not be considered as a financial advice in any circumstance. 

You are responsible for your personal finances. 

Although we attempt to bring accurate information, under no circumstances 
the Our company name owners, contributors, authors and partners can 
warrant the completeness or accuracy of the content found on our site, or its 
usefulness for any particular purpose. We also are unable to and don’t make 
any promises that our content or service will be delivered to you 
uninterruptedly, timely, secure, or error-free. All information and content 
provided on this whitepaper is to be used on an “as it is” basis. We strongly 
encourage you to research all information provided on our website 
thoroughly, along with other advice out on the web and from other sources 
and weigh it to your particular circumstances to be applied accordingly. None 
of the information provided on this whitepaper is meant to be used in 
replacement of professional advice and users are encouraged to seek such 
advice before making any decision. It is solely up to the user to determine if 
advice is safe and suitable to their particular situation. 

The tokens referred to this whitepaper have not been registered, approved, or 
disapproved by any security and exchange commission any states security 
commission or any other regulatory authority nor any of the foregoing 
authorities examined or approved the characteristics or the economic 
realities of these token sale or the accuracy or adequacy of the information 
contained in this white paper, under the securities laws of any state or any 
other jurisdiction. Purchasers of the tokens referred to in this whitepaper 
should be aware that they bear any risk involved in the purchase of tokens, if 
any, for an indefinite period of time. 
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OUR TEAM

Marketing team
DOT consulting provides consulting services and 
investments in business development and marketing in IT 
and health sectors. We provide business modeling, planning 
and monitoring services in line with the development of the 
sector on the basis of innovation with 16 years of experience 

in market.

PARTNER:

IT Team
DeFiGo has been in the blockchain and cryptocurrency 
development industry since 2017. Our solid experience in 
blockchain development, DEFI eco-system and market 
insights has helped clients across several international 
markets realize their goals. DeFiGo helps businesses 

successfully bring their vision to reality.

DULGUUNTAMIR.T
Co-Founder
URG project

MUNKHTULGA.M
Co-Founder
URG project

Charles Fu
IT Adivsor 

DeFiGo LLC

BAASANTSOGT.D
Business Advisor
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info@urgo.me
www.urgo.me

Social:
facebook.com/urgcoin

Instagram/urgcoin

THANKS FOR ATTENTION.


